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Erin Phillips – The Mother Erin Phillips was
born on September 15, 1991. She was
never completely sure what sparked her
interest in babies and motherhood, but “I
knew I was interested in them when I was
about three years old. I liked the way that
they were so concerned with what was
going on around them. They wanted to
know where they were going, why they
were going there, what their job was on
that trip, etc. They made me feel like I
was important.” Phillips describes her
birth experience as one in which she
realized “it doesn’t have to be hard.” “It
can be such a joyful and fulfilling time in
your life.” During her labor, her mother
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Julia was in the room to help her. Julia had
given birth the same year that Phillips
was born. She describes that motherdaughter experience as “I thought it was
going to be quite long, but it was pretty
easy, and I was satisfied with the entire
experience.” Her newborn experience
with Ben, her son, was exciting. “I can
honestly say, I loved being a mother. I
loved watching him grow, and I loved
having such a great support system.”
When Ben was a toddler, she realized her
role as a mother was changing and began
to enjoy her time at home. She says “It
wasn’t all that great, actually. I thought I
was doing pretty good until the second he
was born. I was in the weeds for a while.”
Phillips says her second child, Luke, has
been a more laid-back kind of person.
When her baby was a newborn, she
enjoyed soaking up as much time with
Luke as possible. She describes her
second pregnancy as “I don’t think it was
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that different. I just think that you can
really enjoy this time in your life and be
grateful for
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